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TENNEDCEE VALLEY AUTHORITY* *
e

L Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
! Post Office Box 2000

Decatur, Alabama 35609-2000

May 4, 1990

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN Document Control Desk,

' Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sirt

TVA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 1 - DOCKET NO. 50-259 - FACILITY,

OPERATING LICENSE DPR-33 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BTRO-50-259/90005 i

The enclosed report provides details concerning the failure to take all raw!

i cooling water compensatory samples due to personnel error. This resulted in
operation prohibited by Technical Specifications. This report is submitted in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

Very truly yours,

TENNESKE%LLEYAUTHORITY,-)a ,//
,

-{ f,t

j
Vp/t._Bynume President
Nuclear Power Production

Enclosures
,

cc (Enclosurea): *

Regional Administratice.:
U.S3 Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Region 11
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

NRC Resident Inspector, BIH
,

i
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NRC f orm 366 U.$. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMI$$10N Appr:ved Ott No. 3150-0104

~ (6-89) Expir:s 4/30/92
LICLMSEE EVENT REPOPT (LER).

FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)|PAGE(3)
_H.ta ms Ferry Unit 1 1015l010|Q1215|911|Q{,10_ll
TITLE (4) Failure to Take All Raw Cooling Water Compensatory $amples Due to

,

.ftnamiel Error Results in Operation Prohibited by Technical Specifications

._IYIllLDALill . I LER NUMBER (6) l REPQRT DATE (7) I .QEER FACILLIIIL1HY0ivtD iB)
| | | | |$EQUENTIAL| |REVl$10N| | | | FACILITY NAMES |DOCKETNUMBER($)

190t(IHl_.DALl1[AllYEAll I N M ER l | NUME[lLjMQtiltij_ DAY lYEAR I | 1 | | | [_j_|_

| | | l_| |_| 10 p |0 | 4| 9 [0 | |
0._{LlD_jLIS_j01910 I l010l5l 10 |01 | | | ||||||||

OPERATING | |THISREPORT!$$UDMITTEDPUR$UANTTOTHEREQUIREMENTSOF10CFR6:
MODE |N|_liheikoneormoreofthefo11ggino)(111
(1) [ j_|20.402(b) |_|20.40$(c) |._.|50.73(a)(2)(iv) |_|73.7)(b)

POWER | |_|20.405(a)(1)(1) |_|$0.36(c)(1) | |$0.73(a)(2)(v) | |73.71(c)
LEVEL | | |20.40$(a)(1)(ll) |_|$0.36(c)(2) |_|$0.73(a)(2)(vii) |_|0THER($pecifyin

.. .. (101 |L10_j9_j_|20.405(a)(1)(lii) |K_|50.73(a)(2)(1) |_|$0.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) | Abstract below and in
|__|20.40$(a)(1)(iv) |_|50.73(a)(2)(li) |_|$0.73(a)(2)(viii)(D)| Text. NRC Form 366A)
l_jZ9d0$11t111)(v) I l}Q M (all2)(iii) l_j$973(a)(2)(x) I

Liliti$(LCDNTACT FOR THIS LER (12)
NAME | TELEPHONLBUteER
James E. Wallace. Jr.. Engineer. Compliante Licensing |AREACODE|

|210 1 5l7|219|- |210 151.3_
CQtil1[ILDNLLitiLEDR EACH CQ&QNENT FA111|RLDLiCRIBED IN THi} REPORT (13)

| | | |REPORTABLEj | | | | | REPORTABLE |
CAUSI11Ii1Ltil_CQtiC0tittlLl!MNUIACIURERl TO .NPRD1 1 ICAU1Elit$TEMI COMONEt(Ljt%t(UFACTURERl TO NP.RDS_1

| | | ! | | | | | | |
l_| L_L._! ! ! I _ L_1 I I 1 I I I I I l L.] I i 1 I

| | | | | | | | | | |
|_l l _1 1 I I I l_j l | I I I I I i 1 1 I i l I I

. SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECT [D (14) | EXPECTED |MONTHl DAY I YEAR _
_ | ____ | SUBMISSION | | |
_lYiS(Ifveb._LomaltleEXPECILDiUDM11$10NDATE) | X l NO l DATE (15) | _ l l i l |

ADSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)
On April 4, 1990 at 1350 hours, it was discovered that a compensatory sample for the
raw cooling water (RCW) systeu was inadequately taken at 0745 hours on April 4,
1990. The compensatory sampling Iequired three raw cooling water samples to be
obtained frori the reactor building closed cooling water (RBCCW) heat exchangers.
11owever, only samples from two of the three points were obtained. The samples are
required in accordance with Technical Specification 3.2.D whenever the raw cooling
water effluent radiation monitor is inoperable.

The root cause of this event was personnel error. Whenever the RCW effluent
radiation monitor is isolated, three samples must be taken to compensate for the
unavailability of the sample at the radiation monitor. One of the samples was not
taken.

At 1350 hours on April 4, 1990, all required samples were taken. The raw water
released to the environment during this event was within limits. The individual
involved was counseled on the importance of procedural compliance. Additionally,
meetings were held with members of the responsible organization to address this
event specifically and more generic issues on compliance with procedures, and the
need to increase attention to details. These meetings were followed by a memorandum
to the responsible personnel to reaffirm the importance of procedural compliance.
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E NRC f;nn 366A U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N Appr:ved OMD No. 3150-0104
l ,(6-89)- Erpires 4/30/92

LICENSEE EYtWT REPORT (LLR),

i TEXT CONTINUATION

FACit!TY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)1 LER NUMBER (6) _l | PAGE (3)

| | | |$EQUENTIAL| |REV!$10N| | | | |
Browns Ferry Unit 1 | 11LAR l l _ NU21R l | NEL[ | | | |

IALE10la10JLis 1919 | o!_LOJ_LL5J-l 0 ! O JLIL10LlLLa_
TEXf (If more space is required. Use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

Deacription of EYent
]

On April 4, 1990 at 1350 hours, it was discovered that all compensatory raw
cooling water (RCW) [KG) samples were not obtained as required by Technical J

Specification (TS) 3.2.D on April 4, 1990 at 0745 hours. On April 1, 1990 at
1325 hours, the RCW effluent radiation monitor [ MON) was declared inoperable
when an erroneous high radiation alarm could not be cleared. At that time,
compensatory sampling of the RCW was initiated as required by TS 3.2.D
Action D. TS 3.2.D Action D requires compensatory sampling at least every eight

i hours whenever the RCW effluent radiation monitor is inoperable. The
compensatory sampling is performed in accordance with Furveillance Instruction
0-SI-4.2.D-3B, " Raw Cooling Water Effluent Radiation Monitor (off-line)
Inoperable." The initial sampling point is intended to be at the radiation t

manitor, whenever available.

On April 3, 1990 at 0955 hours, after corrective maintenance was performed on
the monitor, post maintenance testing was initiated to ensure the monitor's
operability. As part of the post maintenance testing, an isolation valve to the
raw cooling water effluent radiation monitor was closed. This prevented the
compensatory sampling from being taken at the effluent radiation monitor.
Therefore, RCW samples were required to be collected from the discharge of each
reactor building closed cooling water (RBCCW) [00) heat exchanger since the
exchangers are designed in parallel upstream of the radiation monitor's sample
header.

While taking the required samples at 1350 hours on April 4, 1990, the
non-licensed utility personnel responelble for the sample discovered that he had
not previot. sly sampled all three flow paths as required by 0-SI-4.2.D-3B. The
only missed sample was from the spe.re RBCCW heat exchanger which had RCW flow.
At 1350 hours on April 4, 1990, the individual obtained the required samples.

At the time of this event BFN's three units were defueled and no movement of
fuel was occurring. This event is reportable in accordance with 10 CFR
50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), operation prohibited by TSs.

Cause_olltent

The root cause of this event was personnel error. The individual was required
to take three samples to compensate for the unavailable sample at the radiation
monitor. These samples are taken from three different sampling points. One of
the samples was not taken.

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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NRC F;;rs 366A U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Appr:ved OMB No. 3150-0104
(6-89) Expires 4/30/92

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)
TEXT CONTINUATION

TACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUPEER(2)I LER NUPEfR f 6) l | P b (3)
| | | |$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION | | | | |

Browns Ferry Unit 1 | [ YEAR _| | NUMBER I INUPE[R_{ | | | |
1015101010j2 15 . |9 19 10 |--I o I o I s 1-1 0 1 0 10 13 10Flo 1 3

TEXT (If more space is required. use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)
Analynis of Event

The RCW system is monitored to ensure that the effluent which could contain
radioactivity is not in excess of the allowable maximum permissible
concentration. The required sampling point is downstream of the RBCCW heat
exchangers at the RCW effluent n.onitor, where RCW is released from the plant. '

Analysis of the RCW samples taken at 0745 hours from two of the RBCCW heat
exchangers and RCW samples taken before and after 0745 hours from all three
RBCCW heat exchangers indicated activities less than the maximum permissible
concentration. Based on these results, it was determined that a release in
excess of TS limits did not occur. Therefore, this event is not considered |
safety significant. |

CornctiYc_ Action

At the time of discovery of this event, appropriate compensatory sampling of the
RCW had already been obtained. Required sampling continued until the radiation
monitor was declared operable on April 5, 1990 at 1250 hours.

As a result of this event, the individual involved was counseled on the
importance to comply with approved plant procedures when performing assigned
tasks. This event has been discussed with appropriate Chemistry personnel in
staff meetings addressing the specific event and generic issues to comply with >

approved procedures and the need to increase attention to details. i

Additionally, a memorandum was issued to appropriate personnel to stress the
importance of procedural compliance.

I

Ergvious Sitollar Eventa
l

On November 16 and 18, 1988, it was discovered that compensatory sampling of
unit 3 RCW effluent had been erroneously discontinued (LER 296/88-006). These j

events were caused by a communication problem between the Chemistry Laboratory '

shift supervisor and the unit operator concerning RCW flow to the RBCCW heat '

exchangers. Prior to these events, if a sample at the radiation monitor could l
not be obtained. 0-SI-4.2.D-3B only required sampling of the RBCCW heat i
exchangers which had RCW in service. As a result of that LER, 0-SI-4.2.D-3B was !
revised to require sampling of the discharge of each of the RBCCW heat i

exchangers when the sampling point at the radiation monitor is not available.
i

Commitmenta

None

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as |
(XX]. !
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